(57) Disque optique à haute densité qui contient une ou plusieurs séries de titres constituées de fichiers séparés par des secteurs logiques, et un fichier d’information de volume destiné à gérer les séries de titres. Chaque série de titres comporte différents fichiers qui contiennent leurs propres données de gestion et données de

(57) A high-density optical disk contains one or more title sets consisting of files separated by logical sectors, and a volume information file for managing the title sets. Each title set includes different files that contain its own management data and reproduction data as an object of reproduction, respectively. To retrieve such an optical
reproduction en tant qu’objet de reproduction, respectivement. Pour interroger un tel disque optique, le fichier de données de volume est lu d’abord et les données de gestion concernant la procédure de reproduction de l’objet dans l’ensemble du volume ainsi que la série de titres d’objet sont obtenues. Les données sont reproduites grâce à l’utilisation de ces données de gestion.

disk, the volume data file is first read out and management data relating to the procedure for reproducing the reproduction object in the entire volume and the object title set is acquired. Data is reproduced by using this management data.
SYSTEM FOR RECORDING DATA ON A LARGE CAPACITY RECORDING MEDIUM FOR PLAY-BACK OF A MOVIE

Abstract

A high-density optical disk contains one or more title sets consisting of files separated by logical sectors, and a volume information file for managing the title sets. Each title set includes different files that contain its own management data and reproduction data as an object of reproduction, respectively. To retrieve such an optical disk, the volume data file is first read out and management data relating to the procedure for reproducing the reproduction object in the entire volume and the object title set is acquired. Data is reproduced by using this management data.
DESCRIPTION
SYSTEM FOR RECORDING DATA ON A LARGE CAPACITY RECORDING MEDIUM FOR PLAY-BACK OF A MOVIE

Technical Field

The present invention relates to a large-capacity recording medium, a method and apparatus for reproducing information from a large-capacity recording medium, and a method and apparatus for recording information on a large-capacity recording medium. More particularly, it relates to an optical disk on which at least one movie, audio information representing various languages one of which can be selected for the movie, a plurality of sub-pictures and a number of audio streams are recorded, and from which any item of information recorded can be reproduced, to a method and apparatus which reproduce information from such an optical disk, and to a method and apparatus for recording information on an optical disk of high recording density.

Background Art

Optical disks, generally known as compact disks (CDs), have been developed. It is considered difficult to record movie information on or reproduce it from a CD, because of the limited storage capacity of the CD. Researches have been conducted on optical disks of a new type capable of recording movie information at high
density. Optical disks are now at development stage.

It is well expected that several movies, not one movie only, can be recorded on an optical disk of the new type, which has a large recording capacity, and that each movie recorded can be played back from in various ways. For instance, an American movie recorded can be played back, not dubbed into any other language. Alternatively, the American movie can be reproduced, dubbed into any other language (e.g., Japanese), along with English subtitles will be superimposed on the images reproduced. Still alternatively, the movie may played back in one of various "versions," which the user has selected; for example, it may be played back, except the violent scenes, if the user does not wish to see such scenes.

To play back a movie from the optical disk in various ways, it is necessary to record various information items representing the movie such that any information item may be selected and reproduced. To select and reproduce one or some movie information items among the may recorded on the optical disk, selection information for use in selecting desired movie information items must be recorded on the optical disk, as well.

The existing CDs comply with the ISO Standards which were made on the assumption that it suffices for an optical disk to have a storage capacity of 4 GB at
most. This is why most CDs available at present have a storage capacity of less than 1 GB. Inevitably, data amounting to more than 4 GB cannot be managed by using the conventional optical disk. Large-capacity optical disks have been recently developed, each capable of recording a data item which exceeds 4 GB. It is not demanded that a system be provided which can efficiently manage a data item more massive than 4 GB (e.g., movie information) recorded on a large-capacity optical disk and which can reproduce the data from the optical disk at high speed and in various ways.

An object of the present invention is to provide a large-capacity recording medium on which recorded are information items at least one of which can be selected, and selection information items for use in selecting at least one of the information items.

Another object of the invention is to provide a method and apparatus for reproducing information from a large-capacity recording medium.

Still another object of this invention is to provide a method and apparatus for recording information on a large-capacity recording medium.

Disclosure of the Invention

According to an aspect of the invention, there is provided a reproducing apparatus for reproducing a menu from an optical disk having a lead-in area, a lead-out area and a recorded data area defined between the lead-in and lead-out areas, wherein said recorded data area comprises
a first menu area in which first language menu data for
displaying a first language menu is stored and a menu
selection area in which selection data for selecting at
least the first language menu data is stored, said first
language menu data comprises at least one data cell
including video and sub-picture packs to which video and
sub-picture data are stored, respectively, the video data
of the video pack being capable of displaying a background
of the first language menu and the sub-picture data of the
sub-picture pack being capable of displaying a sub-picture
on the background, and said selection data comprising an
address for indicating a location of the first menu area
and a first language code for specifying the first language
displayed on the first language menu, said reproduction
apparatus comprising: storing means for storing a
predetermined language code; retrieving means for
retrieving said menu selection area to read the first
language code; comparing means for comparing the first
language code with the predetermined language code and
generating a first coincident signal when the first
language code coincides with the predetermined code;
causing means for causing said retrieving means to retrieve
the address of the first menu area in response to the first
coincident signal, access the first menu area with the
address and read out the menu data from the first menu
area; decoding means for decoding the video and sub-picture
packs of the menu data to generate video and sub-picture
signals; and outputting means for outputting the video and
sub-picture signals so as to display a background picture based on the video signal and a sub-picture on the background picture, the sub-picture being based on the sub-picture signal.

According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a reproducing method of reproducing a menu from an optical disk having a lead-in area, a lead-out area and a recorded data area defined between the lead-in and lead-out areas, wherein said recorded data area comprises a first menu area in which first language menu data for displaying a first language menu is stored and a menu selection area in which selection data for selecting at least the first language menu data is stored, said first language menu data comprises at least one data cell including video and sub-picture packs to which video and sub-picture data are stored, respectively, the video data of the video pack being capable of displaying a background of the first language menu and the sub-picture data of the sub-picture pack being capable of displaying a sub-picture on the background, and said selection data comprising an address for indicating a location of the first menu area and a first language code for specifying the first language displayed on the first language menu, said reproduction method comprising steps of: storing a predetermined language code retrieving said menu selection area to read the first language code; comparing the first language code with the predetermined language code and generating a first coincident signal when the first language code coincides
with the predetermined code; reading the address of the first menu area in response to the first coincident signal, accessing the first menu area with the address and reading out the first language menu data from the first menu area; decoding the video and sub-picture packs of the menu data to generate video and sub-picture signals; and outputting the video and sub-picture signals so as to display a background picture produced based on the video signal and a sub-picture on the background picture, the sub-picture being produced based on the sub-picture signal.

According to still another aspect of the invention, there is provided a recording apparatus for recording data on an optical disk having a recording area, said apparatus comprising storing means for storing object data of video, audio, and sub-picture data to be reproduced and first language menu data of video and sub-picture data which is related to a reproduction of the object data, the first language menu data being utilized for displaying a first language menu in which a selection item is displayed on a background, the selection item being produced based on the sub-picture data and the background being produced based on the video data; encoding means for encoding the object data to video, audio, and sub-picture data packs, and the first language menu data to video and sub-picture menu data packs; producing means for producing a first start address for indicating a first language menu area in the recording area of the optical disk and menu selection information including a first language code for specifying the first
language menu data; and recording means for recording the
video, audio and sub-picture packs as the video object data
onto the recording area of the optical disk, and the video
and sub-picture menu data packs as the first language menu
data on the first language menu area, and the first start
address and the menu selection information on a menu
selection information area in the recording area.

According to a further aspect of the invention, there
is provided a recording method of recording data on an
optical disk having a recording area, said method
comprising steps of: storing object data of video, audio,
and sub-picture data to be reproduced and first language
menu data of video and sub-picture data which is related to
a reproduction of the object data, the first language menu
data being utilized for displaying a first language menu in
which a selection item is displayed on a background, the
selection item being based on the sub-picture data and the
background being based on the video data; encoding the
object data to video, audio, and sub-picture data packs,
and the first language menu data to video and sub-picture
menu data packs; producing a first start address for
indicating a first language menu area in the recording area
of the optical disk and menu selection information
including a first language code for specifying the first
language menu data; and recording the video, audio and sub-
picture packs as a video object data onto the recording
area of the optical disk, and the video and sub-picture
menu data packs as the first language menu data on the
the first language menu area, the first start address and
the menu selection information on a menu selection
information area in the recording area.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an optical disk
system according to an embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating in detail the
mechanical section of the disk drive section incorporated
in the system shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the optical disk loaded in the disk drive section shown in FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 is a diagram representing the logic format of the optical disk illustrated in FIG. 3;

FIG. 5 is a diagram depicting the structure of the volume information file which corresponds to the file 0 included in the logic format shown in FIG. 4;

FIG. 6 is a table showing the parameters of the volume information file management table (VMIFMT) contained in the volume information file manager (VMIFM) in the volume information file (FIG. 5) and also the contents of these parameters;

FIG. 7 is a table showing the parameters of the title search pointer table (TSPT) contained in the volume information file manager (VMIFM) in the volume information file (FIG. 5) and also the contents of these parameters;

FIG. 8 is a table showing the parameters of the volume menu program chain information block table (VMMPGCIBT) included in the volume information file (FIG. 5) and also the contents of these parameters;

FIG. 9 is a table showing the parameters of the volume menu program chain information block table information (VMMPGCIBTI) contained in the VMMPGCIBT (FIG. 8), and also the contents of these parameters;

FIG. 10 is a table showing the parameters of the volume menu language block search pointer (VMMLBSP)
contained in the VMMPGCIIBT (FIG. 8), and also the contents of these parameters;

FIG. 11 is a table showing the parameters of the volume menu language block information (VMMLBI) contained in the VMMLB (FIG. 8) in the VMMPGCIIBT, and also the contents of these parameters;

FIG. 12 is a table showing the parameters of the volume menu program chain information (VMMPGCI) described in FIG. 11, and also the contents of these parameters;

FIG. 13 is a diagram representing the structure of the title set information search pointer table (TSISPT) included in the volume information file (FIG. 5);

FIG. 14 is a table showing the parameters of the title set information search pointer table (TSISPTI) shown in FIG. 13 contained in the TSISPT (FIG. 5), and also the contents of these parameters;

FIG. 15 is a table showing the parameters of the title set information search pointer (TSISP) contained in the TSISPTI (FIG. 13) contained in the TSISPT (FIG. 5), and also the contents of these parameters;

FIG. 16 is a diagram showing the structure of the title set attribute table (TSATRT) contained in the volume information file shown in FIG. 5;

FIG. 17 is a table showing the parameters of the video title set attribute information described in the TSATRT (FIG. 16);
FIG. 18 is a table showing the parameters of the attribute information of the audio title set (ATS) described in the TSATR (FIG. 16) contained in the TSATRT (FIG. 5);

FIG. 19 is a diagram depicting the structure of the title set menu program chain information block group (TSMPGCIBTG) contained in the volume information file shown in FIG. 5;

FIG. 20 is a diagram depicting the structure of the title set menu PGC block table (TSMPGCIBT) contained in the volume information file shown in FIG. 5;

FIG. 21 is a table showing the parameters of the video title set menu program chain information block table information (VTSMPCIBTI) contained in the TSMPGCIBT (FIG. 20), and also the contents of these parameters;

FIG. 22 is a table showing the parameters of the VTSM language block search pointer (VTSMLBSP) contained in the TSMPGCIBT (FIG. 20), and also the contents of these parameters;

FIG. 23 is a diagram illustrating the structure of the video title set menu language block (VTSMLB) contained in the TSMPGCIBT (FIG. 20), and also the contents of these parameters;

FIG. 24 is a table showing the parameters of the VTSM language block information (VTSMLBII) contained in the VTSMLB (FIG. 23), and also the contents of these
parameters;

FIG. 25 is a table showing the parameters of the VTS menu program chain information (VTSMPGI) contained in the VTSMLB (FIG. 23), and also the contents of these parameters;

FIG. 26 is a diagram illustrating the structure of the video object included in the volume information file and the title set, both shown in FIG. 4;

FIG. 27 is a diagram representing the structure of one of the packs which constitute the video object illustrated in FIG. 26;

FIG. 28 is a diagram showing the structure of the video title set shown in FIG. 4;

FIG. 29 is a diagram illustrating the relationship between an video object and cells and the relationship between each cell and various packs;

FIGS. 30 and 31 are a flow chart explaining how a volume menu is displayed;

FIGS. 32 and 33 are a flow chart explaining various operations, from the displaying of a title menu to the selection of a title;

FIG. 34 is a diagram illustrating title menus which can be displayed in the monitor section shown in FIG. 1 and can be cyclically switched;

FIG. 35 is a block diagram of an encoder system designed to encode video data, thereby to form a video data file;
FIG. 36 is a flow chart explaining the operation of the encoder system;

FIG. 37 is a flow chart explaining how to form a video data file by combining the video data, audio data and sub-picture data which the encoder system has generated;

FIG. 38 is a block diagram showing a disk formatter system designed to record a formatted video data file on the optical disk;

FIG. 39 is a flow chart explaining a method of generating logic data to be recorded on the disk, by the disk formatter shown in FIG. 38; and

FIG. 40 is a flow chart explaining how to generate physical data from the logic data.

Best Mode of Carrying Out the Invention

An embodiment of the present invention will now be described, with reference to the accompanying drawings.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an optical disk system designed which is designed to reproduce data from an optical disk and which is an embodiment of the invention. FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the disk drive section incorporated in the optical disk system. FIG. 3 shows the optical disk loaded in the disk drive section illustrated in FIG. 2.

As shown in FIG. 1, the optical disk system comprises a key/display section 4, a monitor section 6, and a speaker section 8. When a user operates the
key/display section 4, the data recorded on an optical disk 10 is reproduced. The data includes video data, sub-picture data and audio data, which are converted into video signals and audio signals. The video signals are supplied to the monitor section 6, and the audio signals to the speaker section 8. The monitor section 6 displays the images represented by the video signals. The speaker section 8 generates the sound represented by the audio signals.

As known in the art, there are optical disks of various structures. The optical disk 10 is, for example, a read-only disk shown in FIG. 3 which has been recently developed and on which data is recorded in high density. As shown in FIG. 3, the optical disk 10 comprises a pair of composite layers 18 and an adhesive layer 20 interposed between the composite disk layers 18. Each disk layer 18 consists of a transparent substrate 14 and a light-reflecting layer (i.e., a recorded layer). The disk layers 18 are positioned such that the light-reflecting layers 16 contact the surfaces of the adhesive layer 20. The optical disk 10 has center hole 22. The disk 10 also has two annular clamping areas 24 on both surfaces, each around the hole 22. It is in the center hole 22 that the spindle of a spindle motor 12 shown in FIG. 2 will be inserted when the disk is loaded in the optical disk system. It is at the clamping area 24 that the
disk 10 remains clamped while it is spinning.

As shown in FIG. 3, too, the optical disk 10 has two annular data-recording areas 25 on both surfaces, each around the clamping area 24. Each data-recording area 25 is comprised of a lead-out area 26, a lead-in area 27, and a recorded area 28. The lead-out area surrounds the clamping area 24 and is surrounded by the recorded area 28, which in turn is surrounded by the lead-out area 26. No data is recorded in the lead-out areas 26 and the lead-in areas 28 in most cases.

Each light-reflecting layer 16 has a track on its outer surface. The track is a continuous spiral track, as in most optical disks of this type. The track is divided into a plurality of sectors. Data is recorded in units, each in one sector. The track corresponds to the recorded area 28, in which management data, video data, sub-picture data and audio data are recorded in the form of pits (i.e., physical changes). Since the optical disk 10 is a read-only one, a spiral train of pits has been formed by a stamper in the surface of each transparent substrate 14. On the surface of the transparent substrate 14 there has been vapor-deposited the light-reflecting layer 16, which serves as a recorded layer 16. No groove (for a track) is formed in the surface of the transparent substrate 14, and only a train of pits is formed as a track in the surface of the transparent substrate 14. This is
because the optical disk 10 is a read-only disk.

As shown in FIG. 1, the optical disk system further comprises a disk drive section 30, a system CPU section 50, a system ROM/RAM section 52, a system processor section 54, a data RAM section 56, a video decoder section 58, a audio decoder section 60, a sub-picture decoder section 62, and a D/A and data-reproducing section 64.

As shown in FIG. 2, the disk drive section 30 has a motor drive circuit 11, the spindle motor 12, an optical head 32 (i.e., an optical pickup), a feed motor 33, a focusing circuit 36, a feed motor drive circuit 37, a tracking circuit 38, a head amplifier 40, and a servo processing circuit 44. The optical disk 10 is mounted on the spindle motor 12, which is to be driven by the motor drive circuit 11 and is rotated by the spindle motor 12. The optical head 32 is located below the optical disk 10, for applying a laser beam onto the disk 10. The optical head 32 is mounted on a guide mechanism (not shown). The feed motor drive circuit 37 is provided to supply a drive signal to the feed motor 33. The motor 33 is to be driven by the drive signal to move the optical head 32 in the radial direction of the disk 10. The optical head 32 has an objective lens 34 which faces the optical disk 10. The objective lens 34 can be moved along its optical axis in accordance with a driven signal supplied from the focusing circuit 36.
To reproduce the data from the optical disk 10 described above, the optical head 32 applies a laser beam onto the optical disk 10 through the objective lens 34. The lens 34 is minutely moved in the radial direction of the disk 10 in accordance with a drive signal supplied from the tracking circuit 38. The lens 34 is also minutely moved along its optical axis in accordance with a drive signal supplied from the focusing circuit 36, such that its focal point is located at the recorded layer 16 of the disk 10.

Therefore, the laser beam forms the smallest beam spot on spiral track (i.e., the train of pits) and the spiral track is traced by the laser beam spot. The laser beam is reflected from the recorded layer 16 and applied back to the optical head 32. The head 32 converts the beam into an electric signal, which is supplied via the head amplifier 40 to the servo processing circuit 44. The circuit 44 generates a focusing signal, a tracking signal and a motor control signal, which are supplied to the focusing circuit 36, the tracking circuit 38 and the motor drive circuit 11, respectively.

The objective lens 34 is thereby moved along its optical axis and in the radial direction of the disk 10, having its focal point located at the recorded layer 16 of the disk 10. The laser beam forms the smallest beam spot on spiral track. In the meantime,
the motor drive circuit 11 drives the spindle motor 12, which in turn rotates the optical disk 10 at a predetermined speed. As a result, the beam spot tracks the spiral train of the pits at, for example, a constant linear speed.

Meanwhile, the system CPU section 50 (FIG. 1) supplies a control signal (or an access signal) to the servo processing circuit 44. Upon receipt of the control signal the servo processing circuit 44 supplies a head-moving signal to the feed motor drive circuit 37, which supplies a drive signal to the feed motor 33. The feed motor 33 is thereby driven, moving the optical head 32 in the radial direction of the optical disk 10. The optical head 32 has access to a specified one of the sectors formed on the recorded layer 16 of the disk 10. The data is thereby reproduced from the specified sector, supplied from the head 32 to the head amplifier 40, amplified by the amplifier 40, and output from the disk drive section 30.

The data reproduced is supplied to the data RAM section 56 through the system CPU section 50 and the system processor section 54. The section 50 is controlled by the programs stored in the system ROM/RAM section 52. The system processor section 54 processes the data into video data, audio data and sub-picture data. The video data, the audio data and the sub-picture data are supplied to the video decoder section
58, the audio decoder section 60 and the sub-picture decoder section 62 and decoded by these decoder sections 58, 60 and 62, respectively. The D/A and data-reproducing section 64 converts the video data, the audio data and the sub-picture data, all decoded, to a video signal, an audio signal and a sub-picture signal which are analog signals. These signals are mixed in the D/A and data-reproducing section 64. The video signal and the sub-picture signal are supplied to the monitor section 6, and the audio signal to the speaker section 8. The monitor section 6 displays an image generated from the video signal and the sub-picture signal. The speaker section 8 generates the sound represented by the audio signal.

The operation of the optical disk system (FIG. 1) will be explained later in more detail, with reference to the logic format of the optical disk 10.

The recorded area 28 of the optical disk 10, provided between the lead-out area 26 and the lead-in area 27, has the volume and file structure shown in FIG. 4. This structure complies with specific logic format standards, such as Micro UDF and ISO 9660. As seen from FIG. 4, the volume and file structure has a directly structure and consists of a volume management information area 70 and, a file area 80 which includes, a volume information file 82, video title sets 84 and/or audio title sets 86. These areas, files and
title sets are aligned on the boundary between logical sectors. The volume management information 70 stores contents which are defined in the above described standard. The file area 80 stores video data, audio data, and data for managing the video data and the audio data. That is, the video title set 84 stores video, audio and sub-picture data, the audio title set stores audio data and the file 82 stores management data related to the video and audio title sets.

The volume management information area 70 is equivalent to the root directory which has been prepared in compliance with both Micro UDF and ISO 9660. Described in the area 70 are a path table and directory codes. The video title sets 84 and the audio title sets 86 exist in the root directly and have directory names assigned to them. Each of video title sets 84 consists of a plurality of video files 88, and each audio title set 86 consists of a plurality of audio files 88. Each of the video and audio files 88 has a size not exceeding 1 GB (2^{30} bytes). Each of the title sets 84 and 86 consists of at least one files 88, maximum ten files, and therefore has a size equal of at least 1 GB or more, maximum 10 GB.

The volume information file 82, which is read out through the volume management information area 70 in which the path table and directory codes are described, has regions, as shown in FIG. 5, each region being
aligned on the boundary between logical sectors. More specifically, the volume information file 82 is divided into two main regions, i.e., a management region 82-1 and a menu data region 82-2. The region 82-1 comprises one file manager, three tables and one table group, which are provided for managing the entire volume information file. The region 82-2 comprises of one menu and one menu group, which are provided for forming a menu by using video, audio and sub-pictures or the like. To be more precise, the management region 82-1 is formed of a volume information file manager (VMIFM) 91, a text information table (TXTIT) 92, a title set information search pointer table (TSISPT) 93, a title set attribute table (TSATRT) 94, and title set menu program chain information block table group 95 (TSMPCICBTG), while the menu data region 82-2 is formed of a video object (VOBVMM) 96 for the volume menu and a video object (VOBTSM) for the first to n-th title sets #1 to #n. As will be described later, video data, sub-picture data and audio data which constitute a menu are stored in the video object (VOBVMM) 96 and each of the video objects (VOBTSMs) 97.

The menu data region 82-2 comprises audio objects in addition to the video objects 96 and 97. Of these audio objects, some are used as audio data items for title set menus, some other are used as video data items for playing back the stories of the titles stored
in the title sets 84 and 86, and the remaining ones are used as audio data items for playing back tunes of various title.

The volume information file 82 has a file size not exceeding 1 GB. The volume information file manager (VMIFM) 91 of the volume information file 82 is referred to, in order to acquire the title sets 84 and 86.

As shown in FIG. 5, the volume information file manager (VMIFM) 91 consists of three tables, i.e., a volume information file management table (VMIFMT) 101, a title search pointer table (TSPT) 102, and a volume menu program chain information block table (VMMPCIBT) 104, each table being aligned on the boundary between logical sectors.

In the volume information file management table (VMIFMT) 101 there are described various information items concerning the volume information file 82. Among these information items are: a volume information file identifier (VMIFID); the size of the volume information title, which is described as number of logical sectors; the start and end addresses of each table; and attribute information provided on the video object (VOBVMM) 96 for the volume menu and representing the attributes of the video, audio data and sub-picture data for the volume menu. To be more specific, the identifier (VMIFID) identifying the volume information
file, the size (SZVMIF) expressing the size of the
volume information file in terms of the number of
sectors, and volume category (VMCAT) indicating whether
the data of this volume can be copied or not. Also
described in the volume information file management
table (VMIFMT) 101 are: the start address (SATXTIT) of
the text information table (TXTIT) 92; the start
address (SATSISPT) of the title set information search
pointer table (TSISPT) 93; the start address (SATSATRT)
of the title set attribute table (TSATRT) 94; the start
address (SATSMPGCIBTG) of the title set menu program
chain information block table group (TSMPGCIBTG) 95;
and the start address (SAVOBVMM) of the video object
(VOBVMM) 96 for the volume menu.

Further described in the volume information file
management table (VMIFMT) 101 are: the end address
(EAVMIFMT) of the volume information file management
table (VMIFMT) 101; the start address (SATSPT) of the
title search pointer table (TSPT) 102; the start
address (SAVMPGCIBT) of the volume menu program chain
information block table (VMMPGCIBT) 104; the end
address (EAVMPGCIBT) of the volume menu program chain
information block table (VMMPGCIBT) 104. Still further
described in the volume information file management
table (VMIFMT) 101 are: the video attribute (VMMVATR)
for the volume menu, such as the attribute of the video
compression mode; the number (VMMNAST) of the audio
streams for the volume menu; the audio stream attribute (VMMAATR) for the volume menu, such as the attribute of the audio coding mode; the number (VMMNSPST) of the sub-pictures or the volume menu; the sub-picture stream attribute (VMMSPATR) for the volume menu, such as the attribute of the sub-picture coding mode; and the sub-picture palettes (VMMSPPLT) for the volume menu. In the volume information file management table (VMIFMT) 101, start addresses and end addresses are almost expressed as the relative logic sector numbers, each indicating the position which one logic sector assumes with respect to the first logic sector of the volume information file 82. However, start addresses (SATSPT, SAVMMPGCIBT, EAVMMPGCIBT) are expressed as the relative logical bytes. If no start addresses exist in the table (VMIFMT) 101, this fact is described.

Described in the title search pointer table (TSPT) 102 is search information for setting any title that the user has input by operating a remote controller, i.e., the key/display section 4. The search information is concerned with the selection of a program chain which corresponds to the number the user has input by operating the remote controller. In the title search pointer table (TSPT), there are described the number of titles which can be selected, title set number corresponding to a number which is selected and input by the user, program chain number
for executing a reproduction control, and the start address of the title set. More specifically, as shown in FIG. 7, a title type/title set number TSN, a program chain number (PGCN), and the start address (SATS) of the title set selected are described in the title search pointer table (TSPT) 102. The number (TSN) represents the type of the title selected, either a video title or an audio title, or the number assigned to the title selected. The program chain number PGCN is the number assigned to the program selected first by the user.

In the volume menu program chain information block table (VMPGCIIBT) 104, there is described volume menu program chain information (VMPGI) for generating volume menus for various languages. In other words, this table (VMPGCIIBT) 104 contains the title menus for selecting one of the titles available, each menu for one language (e.g., English, German, or Japanese), and also control information required to playback and select a language menu for use in selecting a language. The word "program chain" means a sequence of steps for playing back a video tile, an audio title, a video title set menu and a volume menu, which will be explained later with reference to FIG. 28. Stated in another way, a program chain (PGC) is a group of selected programs for achieving a sequence or story. More correctly, the program chain (PGC) consists of
a program or programs, each made up of one or more selected data cells. The programs forming a program chain (PGC) have ordinal numbers 0 to $i$ assigned to them.

As shown in FIG. 8, described in the volume menu program chain information block table (VMMPGCI) 104 are: the information (VMMPGCI) 111 concerning the table (VMMPGCI) 104; volume menu language block pointers (VMMMLBSPs) 112 provided for the languages contained in this volume; and volume menu language blocks (VMMMLBs) 113 provided for the languages contained in this volume 104. The information (VMMPGCI) 111 consists of the number of volume menu languages (NVMLANG) and the end address of the table (VMMPGCI) 104, as is illustrated in FIG. 9. Each volume menu language block pointer (VMMMLBSP) 112 consists of the volume menu language code (VMMMLCODE) for the language designated by the pointer (VMMMLBSP) 112 and the start address (SAVMMMLB) of the volume menu language block (VMMMLB) 113 corresponding to the language code (VMMMLCODE), as shown in FIG. 10.

As shown in FIG. 8, each volume menu language block (VMMMLB) 113 is constituted by a volume menu language information (VMMMLI) 108 and a volume menu program chain information (VMMPGCI) 109 for one language. As seen from FIG. 11, in the volume menu language block (VMMMLB) 113 there are described the end
address (EAVMMMLB) of the language block (VMMLB) 113, the number of the title menu (NTM) of the language block (VMMLB) 113, the information (IVMMPGCITM) (such as the start address) of the volume menu program chain information (VMMPGCI) for the title menu which can be expressed in the language, the number of the language menu (NLM), and the information (IVMMPGCILM) (such as the start address) of the volume menu program chain information (VMMPGCI) for the language menu.

As shown in FIG. 12, described in the menu program chain information (VMMPGCI) are: the relative start address (CFPLSN) of the volume menu contained in a menu object; the number (SELTSN) of titles (i.e., sub-pictures) which can be selected from the menu; the serial numbers (TSNs) of the title sets #1 to #n; and the start addresses (SATSS) of the title sets #1 to #n (i.e., the numbers (SPNS) of the first to n-th sub-picture streams).

In the text information table (TXTIT) 92 shown in FIG. 5, various information items about the titles compiled in the volume, such as the names of the titles (albums), the performers' names, the producers' name, the dates of production, are described in the form of text data. The text information table (TXTIT) can be utilized in personal computers of general type.

The title set information search pointer table (TSISPT) 93 shown in FIG. 5, too, provides information
items about the menu prepared in each title set compiled in the volume. Among these information items are: the menu of the title set; the start address in the attribute table for the title set; the start address in the program chain block table for the title set menu; and the start address of the video object for the title set menu. More precisely, in the title set information search pointer table (TSISPT) 93, the information (TSISPTI) of the title set information search pointer table (TSISPT) and the title set information search pointers (TSISPs) of the title sets 1 to #n are described as illustrated in FIG. 13. The information (TSISPTI) of the table (TSISPT) includes the number of title sets (NTS) and the end address of this information (TSISPTI) as illustrated in FIG. 14. In the title set information search pointer (TSISP), there are described the title set category (TSCAT), the start address (SATSSATR) of the title set attribute table (TSATRT) 94, the start address (SAVTSMPGCI BT) of the title set menu program chain information block table group (TSMPGCIBT G) 95, and the start address (SAVOBTS M) of the title set video object (VOBTS M) are for the title set, as illustrated in FIG. 15.

The title set attribute table (TSATRT) 94 shown in FIG. 5 provides the titles compiled in the volume and the attribute information of the title menu. The number of each stream made of video data, audio data
and sub-picture data, and the information representing the attributes of the stream (such as the compression mode and data configuration) are described in the title set menu program chain information block table group (TSMPCIBTG) 95. State more precisely, the title set attributes (TSARTs) 117 are described for the title sets as shown in FIG. 16, and the parameters shown in FIG. 17, for the attributes of each video title set (VTS) and each video title set menu (VTSM) are described in each title set attribute (TSART) 117. These parameters are: video attribute (VTSVATR); number of audio streams (VTSNAST) for the video title set (VTS); audio stream attributes (VTSAAATR) for the video title set (VTS); number of audio steams (VTSMNAST) for the video title set menu (VTSM); audio stream attribute (VTSMAATR) for the video title set menu (VTSM); number of sub-picture streams (VTSNSPST) for the video title set (VTS); sub-picture attribute (VTSSPATR) for the video title set (VTS); number of sub-picture streams (VTSMNSPST) for the video title set menu (VTSM); sub-picture attribute (VTSMSPATR) for the video title set menu (VTSM); and sub-picture palettes (VTSSPPLT).

For the attribute information of each audio title set (ATS), parameters are described in each title set attribute (TSATR) 117 as shown in FIG. 18. These parameters are: the video attribute (ATSVATR) of the sub-picture; number of audio streams (ATSNAST); audio
stream attribute (ATSSPAATR); number of sub-pictures (ATSNSPST), sub-picture attribute (ATSSPATR); and sub-picture palettes (ATSSPPLT).

The title set menu program chain information block table group (TSMPGCIBTG) 95 shown in FIG. 5 is a group of title set menu program chain information block tables (TSMPGCIBTs) 119 provided for the video title sets (VTSs), as is illustrated in FIG. 19. Each block table (TSMPGCIBT) 119 serves to select and play back the video object listed in the title set menu prepared in the volume. Described in the block table (TSMPGCIBT) 119 are the number of languages provided for each title, the codes for these languages, the number of menus for each language (e.g., sub-picture, audio, angle and program), and control data for playing back these menus.

To be more specific, the information of the video title set menu program chain (VTSMPGC) for playing back the video title set (VTS) in various languages is described in each title set menu program chain block table (TSMPGCIBT) 119. Namely, in each title set menu program chain block table (TSMPGCIBT) 119 there are described, as shown in FIG. 20, a video title set menu program chain information block table information (VTSMPGCIBTI) 121, video title set menu language block search pointers (VTSMLBSPs) 122 for the various languages, and video title set menu language blocks
(VTSMLBs) 123 for the various languages.

As shown in FIG. 21, the number of video title
set menu language (NVTSML) and the end address
(EAVTSMPCIBT) of the block table information
(VTSMPCIBT) 121 are described in the video title set
program chain information block table information
(VTSMPCIBTI) 121. As shown in FIG. 22, the video
title set menu language code (VTSMMLCODE) and the start
address (SAVTSMLB) of the VTSM language block search
pointers (VTSMMLBSP) 122 are described in each of the
video title set menu language block search pointers
(VTSMMLBSPs) 122.

Each of the video title set (VTS) menu language
blocks (VTSMLBs) 123 is provided for one language. As
shown in FIG. 23, VTS menu language block information
(VTSMMLB) 124 and VTS menu program chain information
items (VTSMPCIIs) 125 are described in the VTS menu
language block (VTSMLB) 123. As shown in FIG. 24,
described in the VTS menu language block information
(VTSMMLB) 124 are: the end address (EAVSMLB) of the VTS
menu language block (VTSMLB) 123; the number of author
menu (NATM); the information (IVTSMPCIATM) of VTSMPCI
for the author menu; the number of sub-picture menu
(NSPM); the information (IVTSMPCISPMP) of VTSMPCI for
the sub-picture menu; the number of audio menu (NAM);
the information (IVTSMPCIAM) of VTSMPCI for the audio
menu; the number of program menu (NPGM); and the
information (IVTSMPCGMPGM) of VTSMPGC1 for the program menu. As illustrated in FIG. 25, described in the VTS menu program chain information items (VTSMPGC1s) 125 are: the relative start address (CFPLSM) of the menu provided in the menu object; the number n (SELSPN) of sub-pictures which can be selected in the menu; and the serial numbers (SPNs) of sub-picture streams #1 to #n.

As indicated above, the menu data region 82-2 shown in FIG. 5 has the video object (VOBVM) 96 for the volume menu and the video object (VOBTSM) for the title set menu. Stored in the video object (VOBVM) 96 are data items constituting a title menu which is used to select one title and which is expressed in a specific language, and data items constituting a language menu which is used to select a desired language for the title selected. Stored in the video object (VOBTSM) are as many menu blocks as the title sets available, each block consisting of data items constituting a menu which is expressed in in each language and which is used to select a sub-picture, audio data and program.

Both the video object (VOBVM) 96 for the volume menu and the video object (VOBTSM) for the title set menu have a structure identical to that of a video object 130 shown in FIG. 26. As shown in FIG. 26, video packs 131, sub-picture packs 132, audio packs 133, video blanking (VBI) packs 134, data search
information (DSI) packs 135 are laid out in the video object 130. The video object 130 is comprised of program streams prescribed in the system part of the MPEG standards (ISO/IEC 13818-1).

Each of the packs 131 to 135 has the structure shown in FIG. 27, which complies with the MPEG standards. As shown in FIG. 27, the pack 139 consists of a pack header 137 and a packet 138; it has a length of 2048 bytes and is equivalent to one logic sector. The pack header 137 contains control data (e.g., time data). The packet 138 contains video data, audio data, sub-picture data, video blanking information (VBI) or data search information (DSI), and information for controlling these data and information items.

The video title set (VTS) 84 will be described, with reference to FIG. 28. As shown in FIG. 28, the video title set (VTS) 84 has five regions aligned on the boundary between logical sectors. The five regions are a video title set management information (VTSMI) 141, a video title set time search map table (VTSMAPT) 142, a video object for title set (VOBTS) 144, a video object title set menu (VOBTSM) 145, and a video object for volume menu (VOBVMM) 146. Described in the video title set management information (VTSMI) 141 are management information of the video title set (VTS) 86 (e.g., the attribute information of the VTS 86), and the program chain provided in the video title set (VTS)
86 or the information of the program. Described in the video title set time search map table (VTSMAPT) 142 is information such as the location at the the video data of each program chain of the video object (VOBTS).

The video object for title set (VOBTS) 144 has the same structure as the object 130 which has been described with reference to FIG. 26. The video object title set menu (VOBTSM) 145 corresponds to any video object (VOBTSM) 97 for the title set menu (shown in FIG. 5).

In the volume information file 82, the video object (VOBTSM) 145 for the title set menu, provided in each video title set 84, is collected in the menu data region 82-2. Similarly, the video object for volume menu (VOBVMM) 146 corresponds to the video object (VOBVMM) 96 for the volume menu (shown in FIG. 5), and has the same structure as the video object (VOBTSM) 97 for the title set menu.

The relationship between an video object and cells and the relationship between each cell and various packs will be explained with reference to FIG. 29.

As has been indicated with reference to FIG. 4, each of the title sets 84 and 86 consists of at least one file 88, not exceeding 10 files. Each of the title sets 84 and 86 is comprised of five logic sectors, as described with reference to FIG. 28. The management information (VTSMI) 141, search map table (VTSMAPT) 142, and video objects (VOBTS, VOBTS and VOBVMM) 144,
145 and 146 may be stored files 88, respectively. Alternatively, the management information (VTSMI) 141 and the search map table (VTSMAPT) 142 may be stored in a single file, and the video object, (VOBTS) 144 may be stored in one or more files 88. The video object (VOBTS) 144 is stored in two or more files 88 if the data reproduced is movie data.

As shown in FIG. 29, the video object 130 consists of a number of video cells 150, and each video cell 150 consists of a plurality of GOPs (Group of Pictures) 139. Among the GOPs 139 are a DSI pack, a VBI pack, video packs, sub-picture pack and audio packs. A movie story is a sequence of four major chapters, i.e., "introduction," "development," "turn," and "conclusion."

These chapters correspond to programs. Thus, each program is defined as a group of video cells 150, and each object 130 consists of a plurality of programs. Serial numbers are assigned to these programs. A group of such programs is a program chain (PGC). Each object 130 may contain either program chain or two or more program chains.

It will be described how movie data is reproduced from the optical disk 10 which has the logic format shown in FIGS. 4 to 29, with reference to FIGS. 1, 30, 32 and 33. In FIG. 1, the arrows in solid lines indicate data buses, and the arrows in broken lines indicate control buses.
It will first be explained how to display the volume menu, with reference to the flow chart of FIGS. 30 and 31. The power switch of the optical disk system shown in FIG. 1 is turned on, and the optical disk 10 is loaded in the disk drive section 30. In Step S10, the system CPU section 50 starts reading the initializing program from the system ROM/RAM section 52, thereby driving the disk drive section 30. Data is thereby read from the read-in area 27 of the optical disk 10. In Step S11, data is read from the volume management information area 70 which follows the lead-in area 27 and which has the volume and file structure which complies with ISO-9660. More precisely, the system CPU section 50 gives a read command to the disk drive section 30, whereby the data is read from the volume management information area 70. The data thus read is supplied via the system processor section 54 to the data RAM section 56 and is temporarily stored therein. In Step S12, the system CPU section 50 retrieves management information, such as the recorded position of each file and the volume of each file, from the path table and directory code stored in the data RAM section 56, transfers the management information to the system ROM/RAM section 52, and stores the information at the prescribed storage locations in the system ROM/RAM section 52.

In Step S13, the system CPU section 50 acquires
the volume information file 82 corresponding to the
file #0, from the system ROM/RAM section 52, in
accordance with the recorded position of each file and
the volume of each file which have been retrieved in
Step S12. More correctly, the section 50 refers to the
recorded position of the file and the volume thereof,
gives a read command to the disk drive section 30,
acquires the volume information file 82 corresponding
to the file #0, and stores the file 82 into the data
RAM section 56 through the system processor section 54.
The volume information file manager (VMIFM) 91, i.e.,
the first table contained in the volume information
file 82, is retrieved in Step S13.

In Step S14, the system CPU section 50 retrieves
the volume information file management table (VMIFMT)
101. In Step S15, the section 50 acquires the start
address (SAVMMPGCIIBT) and end address (EAVMMPGCIIBT)
from the volume menu PGC information block table
(VMMPGCIIBT) 104 described in the volume information
file management table (VMIFMT) 101, and also acquires
the start address (SAVOBVMM) of the video object
(VOBVMM) 96 for the volume menu.

In Step S16, the system CPU section 50 acquires
the numbers of video streams, the number of audio
streams, the number of sub-picture streams and the
attributes of these streams -- all described in the
volume information file management table (VMIFMT) 101
retrieved in Step S14. Based on the attributes thus acquired, the section 50 sets parameters for reproducing the volume menu, in the video decoder section 58, the audio decoder section 60 and the sub-picture decoder section 62.

In Step S17, the system CPU section 50 acquires the volume menu PGC information block table (VMMPGCIBT) 104 from the start address (SAVMMPGCIBT) and end address (EAVMMPGCIBT) of the volume menu PGC information block table (VMMPGCIBT) 104, both acquired in Step S15. Then, in Step S18, the section 50 acquires the number \( n \) (NVMLANG) of volume menu languages used in the volume menu, from the information (VMMPGCIBTI) 111 concerning the volume menu PGC information block table (VMMPGCIBT) 104 acquired in Step S17. In Step S19, the system CPU section 50 retrieves the \( m \)-th \( (m = 0) \) pointer from the volume menu language block pointers (VMMLBSPs) 112 provided for the \( n \) languages contained in the table (VMMPGCIBT) 104, the number \( n \) having been acquired in Step S18. Further, the volume menu language code (VMMLCODE) for the language designated by the pointer (VMMLBSP) 112 retrieved is acquired in Step S19.

As shown in FIG. 31, the system CPU section 50 determines in Step S20 whether or not the volume menu language code (VMMLCODE) acquired in Step S19 for the \( m \)-th pointer (VMMLBSP) coincides with the language code
preset in the optical disk system. If No in Step S20, the operation goes to Step S21, in which the section 50 reduces the number (n) of languages by one and acquires the volume menu language code (VMMMLCODE) described in the (m+1)th volume menu language block pointer (VMMLBSP) 112. In Step S22, it is determine whether or not the number (n) of languages has been reduced to zero. If Yes in Step S22, it is determined in Step S23 that there are no language codes which coincide with the preset one, and the system CPU section 50 retrieves the m-th pointer (i.e. the first pointer) 112 again. Also in Step S23, the section 50 acquires the start address (SAVMMMLB) of the volume menu language block (VMMLB) 113 described in the pointer (VMMLBSP) 112. In the optical disk system shown in FIG. 1 there is set the code for the language spoken in the country or region where the system is to be used. Thus, the code for Japanese is set in the system ROM/RAM section 52 if the optical disk system is to be used in Japan. Alternatively, the code for English is set in the section 52 if the system is to be used in the United States.

If Yes in Step S20, that is, if the language code (VMMMLCODE) acquired in Step S19 coincides with the language code preset in the optical disk system, the operation jumps to Step S24. In Step S24, the system CPU section 50 acquires the start address (SAVLMMMLB) of
the volume menu language block (VMMLB) 113 described in
the volume menu language block pointer (VMMLBSP) 112
which includes the language code (VMMLCODE), and
further acquires the volume menu language block (VMMLB)
113 from the start address (SAVMMLB).

In Step S25, the system CPU section 50 determines
the volume menu PGC information (VMMPGCl) 109 from the
number of the title menu (NTM) and the title menu PGC
information (IVMMPGClTM) corresponding to the number
(NTM). The number (NTM) is provided in the volume menu
language information (VMMLBI) 108 included in the
volume menu language block (VMMLB) 113 acquired in
Step S24. The section 50 acquires the relative start
address (CFPLSN) of the video object for the volume
menu which constitutes the first title menu described
in the volume menu PGC information (VMMPGCl) 109.

In Step S26, the system CPU section 50 determines
the volume menu PGC information (VMMPGCl) 109 from the
number of the language menu (NLM) and the language
menu PGC information (IVMMPGClLM) corresponding to the
number (NLM). The number (NLM) is provided in the
volume menu language information (VMMLBI) 108 included
in the volume menu language block (VMMLB) 113.
The section 50 acquires the relative start address
(CFPLSN) of the video object for the volume menu which
constitutes the first language menu described in the
volume menu PGC information (VMMPGCl) 109.
In Step S27, the system CPU section 50 adds the relative start addresses of the volume menu video objects, which have been acquired in Step S25 and Step S26, respectively, to the start address (SAVOBVMM) which pertains to the volume menu video object (VOBVMM) 96 and which has been acquired in Step S15. A volume menu program chain is thereby obtained from the volume menu video object (VOBVMM) 96. The data cells forming this program chain are supplied to the video decoder section 58, audio decoder section 60 and sub-picture decoder section 62 through the system processor section 54. The decoder sections 58, 60 and 62 decode the data cells into digital data. The D/A and data-reproducing section 64 converts the digital data to an analog video signal and an analog audio signal. The video signal is supplied to the monitor section 6, and the audio signal to the speaker section 8. The monitor section 6 displays a visual volume menu, and the speaker section 8 generates an oral volume menu. The monitor section 6 can display a volume menu which consists of, for example, the trademark of the movie production and a caption "Collection of Movies Starring Mr. A: Volume I."

It will now be explained how to display the title menu and how to select one title from among those displayed in the menu, with reference to the flow chart of FIGS. 32 and 33. Assume that the volume information file 82 (FIG. 5) contains a plurality of title menus,
for example three title menus. In this case, it is
determined in Step S24 (FIG. 31) that the file 82 con-
tains three title menus (NTM = 3), and in Step S24
there are acquired the title menu PGC information
(IVMMPGCITM) corresponding to the number NTM (= 3) and
the volume menu PGC information (VMPGC1) corresponding
to the information (IVMMPGCITM). To select one title,
VMMPGCI#1, VMMPGCI#2 and VMMPGCI#3 are cyclically
switched by operating the key/display section 4,
thereby to switch the menus displayed. VMMPGCI#1
describes the start address (CFPLSN) of the video data
item, the number (SELTSN) of titles which can be
selected, the title set serial number (TSN) and the
start address (SATS) of the title set -- all for the
title menu 151 shown in FIG. 34. VMMPGCI#2 describes
the start address (CFPLSN), the number (SELTSN) of
titles, the title set serial number (TSN) and the title
set start addresses (SATS) -- all for the title
menu 152 shown in FIG. 34. VMMPGCI#3 describes the
start address (CFPLSN), the number (SELTSN) of titles,
the title set serial number (TSN) and the title set
start addresses (SATS) -- all for the title menu 153
shown in FIG. 34. To select the desired title menus
from among the three, the user operates the key pad
provided in the key/display section 4, thereby
inputting the number assigned to the desired title
menu. To select one of the sub-pictures or one of the
audio data items, which are included in the title set, the user operates the key/display section 4. Each of the title menus 151, 152 and 153 shown in FIG. 34 is represented by one or more data cells. In each title menu displayed, the background may be either a still picture or a moving picture, signs, symbols and title names are displayed in the form of sub-pictures and, it required, an audio is reproduced for voice navigator. The data representing each title menu, which is defined by one or more data cells, is treated as a program chain.

The selection of a video title set 84 or an audio title set 86 is started in Step S31 as shown in FIG. 32. At first, in Step S32 the system CPU section 50 acquires the number (NTM) (n) of the title menus and the volume menu PGC information (VMMPGCI) for the n title menus. In Step S33, the first title set menu 151 (m = 1) is displayed, from the menu start address (CFPLSN) provided in the first volume menu PGC information (VMMPGCI#1). In Step S34, the system CPU section 50 waits for any input from the key/display section 4. In Step S35, the section 50 determines whether or not a menu-switching command has been input from system CPU section 50 the key/display section 4. If Yes in Step S35, the operation goes to Step S36, in which the section 50 determines if m = n. If Yes in Step S36 (m = n), the operation returns to Step S33.
If No in Step S36 (m = n), the operation goes to Step S37. In Step S37, the system CPU section 50 increases the value of m by one (m = m + 1). Then, in Step S38, the m-th title set menu is displayed, from the menu start address (CFPLSN) provided in the next volume menu PGC information (VMMPGCI#m). In Step S39, the system CPU section 50 determines whether or not the serial number of a title set 84 has been input from the key/display section 4. If No in Step S39, the operation returns to Step S35. If Yes in Step S39, the operation goes to Step S40 (FIG. 33), in which the section 50 acquires the title set number (TSN) from the number (SELTSN) (n) of titles which can be selected in VMMPGCI#1, VMMPGCI#2 and VMMPGCI#3, and holds the start address (SATS) of the title set 84.

In Step S41, the system CPU section 50 obtains the video title set PGC information block table (VTSMPGCIIBT) 121 of the title set number (TSN), from the title set number (TSN) acquired in Step S40 and the title set menu PGC information block table group (TSMPGCIIBTG) 95, and selects a sub-pictures, an audio stream and a program in the same way as a tile menu is selected.

In Step S42, the system CPU section 50 obtains the information of the title set number (TSN), from the title set number (TSN) acquired in Step S40 and the title set information search pointer table (TSISPT),
thereby acquiring the start address (SATSATR) of the title set attribute table (TSATRT) 94, the start address (SATSMPGCBTB) of the title set menu program chain block table (TSMPGCIBT) 119 and the start address (SAVOBTSM) of the title set video object (VOBTS). In Step S43, the section 50 acquires the attribute information of the title set (sub-pictures, audio data items) selected in Step S43, from the title set attribute table (TSATRT) 94 and the start address (SATSATR) thereof acquired in Step S42. In Step S44, the section 50 sets parameters in the decoder sections 58, 60 and 62 in accordance with the attribute information acquired in Step S43. These parameters are necessary in reproducing the title set. In Step S45, the system CPU section 50 makes access to the title set 84 in accordance with the start address (SATS) of the title set 84, which is held in Step S40. As a result, a title menu is obtained. In Step S46, a movie title is selected from the title menu obtained in Step S45, whereby the movie is played back.

The system CPU section 50 reads the video title set management information (VTSMI) 141 of the title set 84 from the optical disk 10, stores the information (VTSMI) 141 into the system ROM/RAM section 52, and acquires information for managing various data items about the title set 84, such as the size of the title set 84. In accordance with the management information,
the section 50 reads from the optical disk 10 the pro-
gram chain corresponding to the movie title selected in
Step S46. That is, the data cells forming the program
chain selected are read from the video object (VOBTS)
144, one after another, and input to the data RAM sec-
tion 56 through the system processor section 54. The
data cells are supplied to the video decoder section
58, audio decoder section 60 and sub-picture decoder
section 62, in accordance with playback information.
The decoder sections 58, 60 and 62 decode the data
cells into digital data. The digital data is input to
the D/A and data-reproducing section 64. The section
64 converts the digital data to an analog video signal
and an analog audio signal. The video signal is sup-
plied to the monitor section 6, which displays the
movie. The audio signal is supplied to the speaker
section 8, generates sound and speech.

A method of recording data on the optical disk 10
such that video data and audio data can be reproduced
in the logic formats shown in FIGS. 4 to 29, and a
system for recording data by this data-recording
method, will be described with reference to FIGS. 35,
36 and 37.

FIG. 35 shows an encoder system designed to encode
video data, thereby to form the video data file 88 of
the title set 84. As shown in FIG. 35, a video tape
recorder (VTR) 201, an audio tape recorder 202 and
a sub-picture source 203 are used as sources of video data, audio data and sub-picture data, respectively. The recorders 201 and 202 and the source 203 generate video data, audio data and sub-picture data, respectively, under the control of a system controller (Sys Con) 205. The video data, the audio data and the sub-picture data are supplied to a video encoder (VENC) 206, an audio encoder (AENC) 207 and a sub-picture encoder (SPENG) 208. The encoders 206, 207 and 208 perform A/D conversion on the input analog data items and encode them in data-compression mode, under the control of the system controller 205. The encoded video data (Comp Video), the encoded audio data (Comp Audio) and the encoded sub-picture data (Comp Sub-pic) are stored into memories 210, 211 and 212, respectively. The system controller 205 reads the video data (Comp Video), audio data (Comp Audio) and sub-picture data (Comp Sub-pic) from the memories 210, 211 and 212 and supplies them to a file formatter (FFMT) 214. The file formatter 214 converts the input data items to a video data file, containing management data items such as the setting conditions and attributes of the video, audio and sub-picture data items. The system controller 205 stores the video data file into a memory 216.

A standard method in which the system controller 205 forms a video data file will be explained.
First, the video data and the audio data are encoded into encoded video data (Comp Video) and encoded audio data (Comp Audio), as shown in the flow chart of FIG. 36. More specifically, in Step S70, the parameters for encoding the video data and the audio data are set. Some of the parameters are stored in the system controller 205 and are used in the file formatter 214. In Step S71, the video data is pre-encoded in accordance with the parameters, thereby calculating the optimal size for codes into which the video data should be distributed. In Step S72, the video data is encoded based on the code size obtained in Step S71. The audio data is also encoded in Step S72. In Step S73, a part of the video data is further encoded, if necessary. Namely, the video data and the audio data are encoded in the sequence of Steps S70 to S73.

In the meantime, the parameters for encoding the sub-picture data are set in Step S74. Some of these parameters are stored in the system controller 205 and are used in the file formatter 214. In Step S75, the video data is pre-encoded in accordance with the parameters.

To be more specific, the encoded video data (Comp Video), the encoded audio data (Comp Audio) and the encoded sub-picture data (Comp Sub-pic) are combined into a video data file which has the format
shown in FIG. 28, as will be explained with reference to the flow chart of FIG. 37.

To be more specific, in Step S76, a data cell 150 is generated as the minimum unit of the video data, and the cell information (CI) about the data cell 150 is formed. In Step S77, the configuration of data cells constituting a program chain and the attributes of the video data, the sub-picture data and the audio data are set, and management information (VTSMI) 141 and a search map table (VTSMAPT) 142 are generated. (Some of these attributes are information once used in encoding the video, audio and sub-picture data items. The information (VTSMI) includes information about the program chain.) In Step S78, the video data, audio data and sub-picture data (Comp Video, Comp Audio and Comp Sub-pic) are divided into packs, and control (DSI) packs are inserted, each for one IGOP, so that the data items may be reproduced in the order of time codes. As a result, a title set 86 having the format shown in FIG. 28 and including one or more video files is provided.

The information about the program chain is described in Step S77 as program chain information (PGCI), either by using the data base provided in the system controller 205 or by, if necessary, inputting the video data, audio data and sub-picture data again.

FIG. 38 illustrates a disk formatter system which
is designed to format the title sets 84 and 86 as described above and record them on the optical disk 10. As seen from FIG. 38, the title sets 84 and 86 (i.e., file data items) are read from memories 220 and 221 and supplied to a volume formatter (VFMT) 226. The volume formatter 226 acquires management information from the title sets 84 and 86 and generates a volume information file 82. Namely, logic data items are formed in the order shown in FIG. 4 so that they may be recorded on the optical disk 10. The logic data formed by the volume formatter 226 is supplied to a disk formatter (DFMT) 228. The disk formatter 228 adds error-correcting data to the logic data and converts the logic data to physical data. The physical data is input to a modulator 230, which modulates the physical data to data which can be actually decoded on the optical disk 10. The data output from the modulator 230 is supplied to a recorder 232. The recorder 232 records the data on the optical disk 10.

A standard method of generating data to be recorded on the disk 10 will now be explained, with reference to FIGS. 39 and 40.

FIG. 39 is a flow chart explaining how to generate logic data to be recorded on the optical disk 10. As shown in FIG. 39, various parameters, such as the number of video data files, the order in which the files are arranged and the sizes of the files, are set
in Step S80. Then, in Step S81, volume information is generated from the parameters and the management information for the video data files. In Step S82, the volume information and video data files are merged in the order indicated by the logic block numbers assigned to the volume information and the video data files, thereby forming logic data to be recorded on the disk 10.

Thereafter, physical data to be recorded on the disk 10 is generated as will be explained with reference to FIG. 40. First, in Step S83, logic data is divided into units each consisting of a prescribed number of bytes, and error-correcting data items are generated. Next, in Step S84, each logic data unit is combined with one error-correcting data item, providing a physical sector. In Step S85, the physical sectors are combined into physical data. The physical data is modulated into data which can be actually recorded on the disk 10, in accordance with specific rules as has been described with reference to the flow chart of FIG. 40. Thereafter, this data is recorded on the optical disk 10.

Industrial Applicability

As described above, on a recording medium with a large storage capacity of the present invention, one or more title sets and the volume file information that manages these title sets are recorded, each title set
consisting of a plurality of files partitioned in logical sectors. With each title set, the title set management information to manage the title set itself and the playback data as a playback object are stored in separate files. In a searching action with such a recording medium, first, the volume information is read to acquire information on the desired title set in the entire volume. Thereafter, the management information on the desired title set is acquired and the data is reproduced. Although the storage medium has a large memory capacity, the desired playback data can be reproduced reliably and swiftly, because the volume file information manages one or more title sets and each title set has management information.

Furthermore, as for select information, the volume file information includes select information on the reproduction of the volume, such as an object for displaying a volume menu for language selection. It also includes select information on the selection of each title set, such as a title set menu for selecting a title, a sub-picture's language, and a type of audio. Accordingly, the desired playback data can be selected swiftly, just referring to the volume file information.

As has been described, one or more title sets and volume file information for managing the title set or title sets are recorded on the large-capacity recording medium according to the present invention. Each of the
title sets consists of a plurality of files which are provided in the form of logic sectors. Each title set contains information for managing the title set and data to be reproduced, which are stored in different files. To retrieve any desired title set from the recording medium, the volume information file is first read from the medium, thus acquiring the information about the desired title set from the volume information file. Then, the management information for the desired title set is obtained. The volume information file manages at least one title set, however large is the storage capacity of the recording medium, and each title set contains title set management information. Hence, any desired data can be reproduced from the medium reliably and quickly.

The volume information file, which is used to select one of the volumes recorded on the medium, has selection information useful in reproducing the volume, such as a language menu, and also selection information useful in selecting one of the title sets, such as a title set menu which helps a user to select a title, a sub-picture language, and a type of audio data. The desired data can be quickly selected and reproduced quickly, by referring to the volume information file.
THE EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION IN WHICH AN EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY OR PRIVILEGE IS CLAIMED ARE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS:

1. A reproducing apparatus for reproducing a menu from an optical disk having a lead-in area, a lead-out area and a recorded data area defined between the lead-in and lead-out areas, wherein said recorded data area comprises a first menu area in which first language menu data for displaying a first language menu is stored and a menu selection area in which selection data for selecting at least the first language menu data is stored, said first language menu data comprises at least one data cell including video and sub-picture packs to which video and sub-picture data are stored, respectively, the video data of the video pack being capable of displaying a background of the first language menu and the sub-picture data of the sub-picture pack being capable of displaying a sub-picture on the background, and said selection data comprising an address for indicating a location of the first menu area and a first language code for specifying the first language displayed on the first language menu, said reproduction apparatus comprising:

  storing means for storing a predetermined language code;

  retrieving means for retrieving said menu selection area to read the first language code;

  comparing means for comparing the first language code with the predetermined language code and generating a first
coincident signal when the first language code coincides with the predetermined code;

causing means for causing said retrieving means to retrieve the address of the first menu area in response to the first coincident signal, access the first menu area with the address and read out the menu data from the first menu area;

decoding means for decoding the video and sub-picture packs of the menu data to generate video and sub-picture signals; and

outputting means for outputting the video and sub-picture signals so as to display a background picture based on the video signal and a sub-picture on the background picture, the sub-picture being based on the sub-picture signal.

2. The reproducing apparatus according to claim 1, in which:
said recorded data area comprises a second menu area in which second language menu data for displaying a second language menu is stored, said second language menu data comprises at least one data cell including video and sub-picture packs to which video and sub-picture data are stored, respectively;
said menu selection data comprises an address for indicating a location of the second menu area, and a second language code for specifying the second language displayed on the second language menu;
said retrieving means retrieves said menu selection area to read the second language code;

said comparing means compares the second language codes with the predetermined language code, and generates a second coincident signal when the second language code coincides with the predetermined code; and

said causing means causes said retrieving means to retrieve the address of the second menu area in response to the second coincident signal, access the second menu area with the address and read out the menu data from the first menu area.

3. The reproducing apparatus according to claim 1 or 2 in which:

said recorded data area comprises at least one video title set area in which a video title set is stored, the video title set including video object data consisting of a plurality of the data cells each storing data to be reproduced, and a management information file storing information for managing a reproduction order in which the data cells are to be reproduced, each of the data cells including a combination of video pack, audio pack and/or sub-picture pack,

said retrieving means reads the management file and also reads the data cells in accordance with the order;

said decoding means decodes the video pack, the audio pack and the sub-picture pack in the cells to a video signal, an audio signal and sub-picture signal; and
said outputting means outputs the video signal, audio signal, and sub-picture signal.

4. The reproducing apparatus according to claim 3 in which:

said recorded data area comprises a volume information file area in which an information table for managing the video title set and a volume information file management table for managing the video title set and the volume of the optical disk are stored; and

said retrieving means reads said volume information file area, thereafter, to read said video title set.

5. The reproducing apparatus according to claim 2 in which said volume information file area and said video title set area are aligned on a boundary between logical sectors.

6. A reproducing method of reproducing a menu from an optical disk having a lead-in area, a lead-out area and a recorded data area defined between the lead-in and lead-out areas, wherein said recorded data area comprises a first menu area in which first language menu data for displaying a first language menu is stored and a menu selection area in which selection data for selecting at least the first language menu data is stored, said first language menu data comprises at least one data cell
including video and sub-picture packs to which video and sub-picture data are stored, respectfully, the video data
of the video pack being capable of displaying a background of the first language menu and the sub-picture data of the sub-picture pack being capable of displaying a sub-picture on the background, and said selection data comprising an address for indicating a location of the first menu area and a first language code for specifying the first language displayed on the first language menu, said reproduction method comprising steps of:

- storing a predetermined language code;
- retrieving said menu selection area to read the first language code;
- comparing the first language code with the predetermined language code and generating a first coincident signal when the first language code coincides with the predetermined code;
- reading the address of the first menu area in response to the first coincident signal, accessing the first menu area with the address and reading out the first language menu data from the first menu area;
- decoding the video and sub-picture packs of the menu data to generate video and sub-picture signals; and
- outputting the video and sub-picture signals so as to display a background picture produced based on the video signal and a sub-picture on the background picture, the sub-picture being produced based on the sub-picture signal.
7. The reproducing method according to claim 6, in which:

said recorded data area comprises a second menu area in which second language menu data for displaying a second language menu is stored, said second language menu data comprises at least one data cell including video and sub-picture packs to which video and sub-picture data are stored, respectively;

said menu selection data comprises an address for indicating a location of the second menu area, and a second language code for specifying the second language displayed on the second language menu;

said retrieving step includes a step of retrieving said menu selection area to read the second language code;

said comparing step includes a step of comparing the second language codes with the predetermined language code, and generating a second coincident signal when the second language code coincides with the predetermined code; and

said reading step includes a step of retrieving the address of the second menu area in response to the second coincident signal, accessing the second menu area with the address, and reading out the second language menu data from the second menu area.

8. The reproducing method according to claim 6 or 7 in which:

said recorded data area comprises at least one video title set area in which a video title set is stored, the
video title set including video object data consisting of a plurality of the data cells each storing data to be reproduced, and a management information file storing information for managing a reproduction order in which the data cells are to be reproduced, each of the data cells including a combination of video pack, audio pack and/or sub-picture pack,

said retrieving step includes a step of reading the management file and also reading the data cells in accordance with the order;

said decoding step includes a step of decoding the video pack, the audio pack and the sub-picture pack in the cells to a video signal, an audio signal and sub-picture signal; and

said outputting step includes a step of outputting the video signal, audio signal, and sub-picture signal.

9. The reproducing method according to claim 8 in which:

said recorded data area comprises a volume information file area in which an information table for managing the video title set and a volume information file management table for managing the video title set and the volume of the optical disk are stored; and

said retrieving step includes a step of reading said volume information file area, and thereafter to read said video title set.
10. The reproducing method according to claim 7 in which:
said volume information file area and said video title set area are aligned on a boundary between logical sectors.

11. A recording apparatus for recording data on an optical disk having a recording area, said apparatus comprising:

   storing means for storing object data of video, audio, and sub-picture data to be reproduced and first language menu data of video and sub-picture data which is related to a reproduction of the object data, the first language menu data being utilized for displaying a first language menu in which a selection item is displayed on a background, the selection item being produced based on the sub-picture data and the background being produced based on the video data;

   encoding means for encoding the object data to video, audio, and sub-picture data packs, and the first language menu data to video and sub-picture menu data packs;

   producing means for producing a first start address for indicating a first language menu area in the recording area of the optical disk and menu selection information including a first language code for specifying the first language menu data; and

   recording means for recording the video, audio and sub-picture packs as the video object data onto the recording area of the optical disk, and the video and sub-picture menu data packs as the first language menu data on
the first language menu area, and the first start address
and the menu selection information on a menu selection
information area in the recording area.

12. The recording apparatus according to claim 11, in
which:

said storing means stores second language menu data of
second video and sub-picture menu data which is related to
a reproduction of the object data, the second language menu
data being utilized for displaying a second language menu
in which a second selection item is displayed on a
background, the second selection item being produced based
on the second sub-picture menu data and the background
being produced based on the second video menu data;

said encoding means encodes the second language menu
data to second video and sub-picture menu data packs;

said producing means produces a second start address
for indicating a second language menu area in the recording
area of the optical disk and second menu selection
information including a second language code for specifying
the second language menu data; and

said recording means records the second video and sub-
picture menu data packs on the second language menu area,
the second start address and the second menu selection
information on a second menu selection information area in
the recording area.
13. The recording apparatus according to claim 11 or 12, in which:

said encoding means includes means for generating cells, each of the cells comprising a combination of video, audio, and/or sub-picture data packs;

said producing means includes means for generating a video title set having a management information for managing a reproduction order of the cells, and the cells
and a volume information file manager for managing the video title set and the volume of the optical disk; and

said recording means records the volume information file manager and the video title set on the recording area of this order.

14. The reproducing method according to claim 11 characterized in that said volume information file area and said video title set area is aligned on a boundary on logical sector.

15. A recording method of recording data on an optical disk having a recording area, said method comprising steps of:

storing object data of video, audio, and sub-picture data to be reproduced and first language menu data of video and sub-picture data which is related to a reproduction of the object data, the first language menu data being utilized for displaying a first language menu in which a selection item is displayed on a background, the selection
item being based on the sub-picture data and the background being based on the video data;

encoding the object data to video, audio, and sub-picture data packs, and the first language menu data to video and sub-picture menu data packs;

producing a first start address for indicating a first language menu area in the recording area of the optical disk and menu selection information including a first language code for specifying the first language menu data; and

recording the video, audio and sub-picture packs as a video object data onto the recording area of the optical disk, and the video and sub-picture menu data packs as the first language menu data on the first language menu area, the first start address and the menu selection information on a menu selection information area in the recording area.

16. The recording apparatus according to claim 15, in which:

said storing step includes a step of storing second language menu data of second video and sub-picture menu data which is related to a reproduction of the object data, the second language menu data being utilized for displaying a second language menu in which a second selection item is displayed on a background, the second selection item being based on the second sub-picture menu data and the background being based on the second video menu data;
said encoding step includes a step of encoding the second language menu data to second video and sub-picture menu data packs;

said producing step includes a step of producing a second start address for indicating a second language menu area in the recording area of the optical disk and second menu selection information including a second language code for specifying the second language menu data; and

said recording step includes a step of recording the second video and sub-picture menu data packs on the second language menu area, the second start address and the second menu selection information on a second menu selection information area in the recording area.

17. The recording apparatus according to claim 15 or 16, in which:

said encoding step includes a step of generating cells, each of the cells comprising a combination of video, audio, and/or sub-picture data packs;

said producing step includes a step of generating a video title set having management information for managing a reproduction order of the cells, and the cells, and a volume information file manager for managing the video title set and the volume of the optical disk; and

said recording step includes a step of recording the volume management information file table and the video title set on the recording area in this order.
18. The reproducing method according to claim 15, in which said volume information file manager and said video title set area are aligned on a boundary between logical sectors.
19. A recording medium with information recorded in high density, comprising:

   at least one title set area including at least one data file comprising a plurality of data cells each storing data to be reproduced; and

   a volume management area including a volume management file comprising a volume information file manager portion, and a video object menu portion containing video objects, comprised of at least one menu data cell, for presenting menu information pertaining to the contents of title sets stored in the title set areas of the recording medium, the volume information file manager portion comprising:

   a volume information file management table,

   a title search pointer table identifying the start address of each title set area, the start address of the title search pointer table being identified in the volume information file management table, and

   a volume menu program chain information block table, the start address of the volume menu program chain information block table being identified in the volume information file management table, the volume menu program chain information block table comprising:

   volume menu program chain information block table information identifying the number of languages available for the menu information,
a volume menu language block search pointer

table, and

a volume menu language block containing

information pertaining to an order in which the menu data

cells in the video objects in the video object menu

portion are output to present the menu information, the

start address of the volume menu language block being

identified in the volume menu language block search

pointer table.

20. The recording medium according to claim

19, wherein the volume management area further comprises

a text information table containing information about the

contents of the recording medium.

21. The recording medium according to claim

19, wherein the menu information stored in the video

object menu portion of the volume management area

includes information used to select at least one of the

title sets for reproduction.

22. The recording medium according to claim

21, wherein the menu information stored in the video

object menu portion of the volume management area also

includes information used to select which language the

menu information is to be provided.
23. The recording medium according to claim 19, wherein the volume management area further comprises first attribute data defining conditions for reproducing the data from the at least one title set area.

24. The recording medium according to claim 23, wherein the volume management area further comprises second attribute data defining conditions for reproducing the menu information used for selecting which portions of the data in the at least one title set area are to be reproduced.

25. The recording medium according to claim 19, wherein the volume management area also stores program information representing a procedure of reproducing the data cells in the at least one video title set.

26. The recording medium according to claim 19, wherein the data cells are video data cells to be reproduced in the form of video data, and the at least one title set area includes a management file containing management data describing a procedure for reproducing the video data cells.

27. The recording medium according to claim 19, wherein the volume management area further comprises
volume category information defining whether information stored on the recording medium can be copied.

28. The recording medium according to claim 19, wherein the recording medium is an optical disk.

29. The recording medium according to claim 28, wherein the optical disk has a lead in area at an inner peripheral portion, a lead out area at an outer peripheral portion and a data recording area including the at least one title set area and volume management area.

30. The recording medium according to claim 29, wherein the volume management area is proximate to the lead in area and the at least one title set area is between volume management area and the lead out area.

31. An information-reproducing apparatus for reproducing information from a recording medium that includes at least one title set area having at least one data file comprising a plurality of data cells each storing data to be reproduced, and a volume management area including a volume management file comprising a volume information file manager portion, and a video object menu portion containing video objects, comprised of at least one menu data cell, for presenting menu information pertaining to the contents of title sets
stored in the title set areas of the recording medium, comprising:

reading means for reading a volume information file management table contained in the volume information file manager portion of the volume management area;

storage means for storing the volume information file management table;

a processing section that controls reproduction of information from the recording medium,

wherein the processing section accesses the stored volume information file management table to cause the reading means to retrieve a volume menu program chain information block table from the volume information file manager portion of the recording medium and stores the volume menu program chain information block table to be stored in the storage means,

wherein the processing section accesses the stored volume menu program chain information block table to retrieve volume menu program chain information block table information identifying a number of languages available for presenting the menu information and a volume menu language block search pointer table, and

wherein the processing sections causes the reading means to access a volume menu language block stored in the volume information file manager portion and containing information pertaining to an order in which the menu data cells in the video objects in the video object menu portion are to be output to present the menu
information by comparing a language code set in the processing section to a language code associated with the volume menu language block stored in the volume menu language block search pointer table; and

a reproduction section that receives the menu data cells in accordance with the information contained in the volume menu language block and converts the data cells into signals for presenting the menu information.

32. The information-reproducing apparatus according to claim 31, wherein the processing section also accesses a text information table stored in the volume manager portion of the volume management area, the text information table containing information about the contents of the recording medium.

33. The information-reproducing apparatus according to claim 31, wherein the menu information stored in the video object menu portion of the volume management area includes information used to select at least one of the title sets for reproduction and the processing section causes the reading means to access menu data cells associated therewith for presenting menu information used to select at least one of the title sets.

34. The information-reproducing apparatus according to claim 33, wherein the menu information
stored in the video object menu portion of the volume management area also includes information used to select which language the menu information is to be provided by changing the language code set in the processing section in accordance with a selected language.

35. The information-reproducing apparatus according to claim 31, wherein the volume management area further comprises first attribute data defining conditions for reproducing the data from the at least one title set area, and the reproduction section outputs the data from the at least one title set area based on the conditions defined by the first attribute data.

36. The information-reproducing apparatus according to claim 35, wherein the volume management area further comprises second attribute data defining conditions for reproducing the menu information used for selecting which portions of the data in the at least one title set area are to be reproduced and the reproduction section converts the menu data cells presenting the menu information used for selecting which portions of the data in the at least one title set area are to be reproduced based on the conditions defined by the second attribute data.

37. The information-reproducing apparatus according to claim 31, wherein the volume management area
also stores program information representing a procedure of reproducing the data cells in the at least one video title set, and wherein the processing section causes the data cells in the at least one video title set to be reproduced according to this procedure.

38. The information-reproducing apparatus according to claim 31, wherein the data cells are video data cells to be reproduced in the form of video data, and the at least one title set area includes a management file containing management data describing a procedure for reproducing the video data cells, and wherein the processing section causes the video data cells to be reproduced according to this procedure.

39. The information-reproducing apparatus according to claim 31, wherein the volume management area further comprises volume category information defining whether information stored on the recording medium can be copied, and wherein the processing section prevents copying of the information if the category information indicates that copying is not permitted.

40. The information-reproducing apparatus according to claim 31, wherein the recording medium is an optical disk, and wherein the reading means includes an optical pickup head for directing a reading beam at the optical disk.
41. The information-reproducing apparatus according to claim 40, wherein the optical disk has a lead in area at an inner peripheral portion, a lead out area at an outer peripheral portion and a data recording area including the at least one title set area and volume management area, and the reading means includes a servo processing circuit adapted to move the reading beam relative to the optical disk to access the lead in, lead out, and data recording area.

42. The information-reproducing apparatus according to claim 41, wherein the volume management area is proximate to the lead in area and the at least one title set area is between volume management area and the lead out area, and wherein the processing section causes the reading servo processing circuit to first move the reading beam to the lead in area to read the volume management area prior to reading the data recording area.

43. A method of reproducing information from a recording medium that includes at least one title set area having at least one data file comprising a plurality of data cells each storing data to be reproduced, and a volume management area including a volume management file comprising a volume information file manager portion and a video object menu portion containing video objects, comprised of at least one menu data cell, for presenting menu information pertaining to the contents of title sets.
stored in the title set areas of the recording medium, comprising the steps of:

- reading a volume information file management table contained in the volume information file manager portion of the volume management area;

- storing the volume information file management table reproduced from the recording medium;

- accessing the stored volume information file management table to identify a location of a volume menu program chain information block table;

- retrieving the volume menu program chain information block table from the volume information manager portion of the recording medium at the location;

- storing the volume menu program chain information block table;

- accessing the stored volume menu program chain information block table to retrieve volume menu program chain information block table information identifying a number of languages available for presenting the menu information and a volume menu language block search pointer table;

- accessing a volume menu language block stored in the volume information manager portion and containing information pertaining to an order in which the menu data cells in the video objects in the video object menu portion are to be output to present the menu information by comparing a language code to a language code
associated with the volume menu language block stored in
the volume menu language block search pointer table; and
processing the menu data cells in accordance
with the information contained in the volume menu
language block to convert the data cells into signals for
presenting the menu information.

44. The method according to claim 43, further
comprising a step of accessing a text information table
stored in the volume manager portion of the volume
management area, the text information table containing
information about the contents of the recording medium.

45. The method according to claim 43, wherein
the menu information stored in the video object menu
portion of the volume management area includes
information used to select at least one of the title set
for reproduction and the method includes accessing menu
data cells associated therewith for presenting menu
information used to select at least one of the title
sets.

46. The method according to claim 45, wherein
the menu information stored in the video object menu
portion of the volume management area also includes
information used to select which language the menu
information is to be provided, and the method includes
changing the language code set accordance with a selected language.

47. The method according to claim 43, wherein the volume management area further comprises first attribute area defining conditions for reproducing the data from the at least one title set area, and the method includes the step of outputting the data from the at least one title set area based on the conditions defined by the first attribute data.

48. The method according to claim 47, wherein the volume management area further comprises second attribute data defining conditions for reproducing the menu information used for selecting which portions of the data in the at least one title set area are to be reproduced, and wherein the method includes the step of converting the menu data cells presenting the menu information used for selecting which portions of the data in the at least one title set area are to be reproduced based on the conditions defined by the second attribute data.

49. The method according to claim 45, wherein volume management area also stores program information representing a procedure of reproducing the data cells in the at least one video title set, and wherein the method
includes the step of reproducing the data cells in the at least one video title set according to this procedure.

50. The method according to claim 45, wherein the data cells are video data cells to be reproduced in the form of video data, and the at least one title set area includes a management file containing management data describing a procedure for reproducing the video data cells, and wherein the method includes the step of reproducing the video data cells according to this procedure.

51. The method according to claim 45, wherein the volume management area further comprises volume category information defining whether information stored on the recording medium can be copied, and the method includes the step of preventing copying of the information if the category information indicates that copying is not permitted.

52. The method according to claim 45, wherein the recording medium is an optical disk, and the method includes the step of directing a reading beam at the optical disk.

53. The method according to claim 52, wherein the optical disk has a lead in area at an inner peripheral portion, a lead out area at an outer
peripheral portion and a data recording area including
the at least one title set area and volume management
area, and directing a reading beam at the optical disk
includes moving the reading beam relative to the optical
disk to access the lead in, lead out, and data recording
area.

54. The method according to claim 53, wherein
the volume management area is proximate to the lead in
area and the at least one title set area is between
volume management area and the lead out area, and wherein
the step of directing a reading beam at the optical disk
includes moving the reading being to the lead in area to
read the volume management area prior to reading the data
recording area.

55. An information-recording apparatus
comprising:

means for generating at least one title set
containing at least one data file comprising a plurality
of data cells each containing data;

means for generating a volume management file
comprising a volume information file manager portion, and
a video object menu portion containing video objects,
comprised of at least one menu data cell, for presenting
menu information pertaining to the contents of title sets
stored in the title set areas of the recording medium,
the volume information file manager portion comprising:
a volume information file management table,
a title search pointer table identifying the start address of each title set area, the start address of the title search pointer table being identified in the volume information file management table, and

a volume menu program chain information block table, the start address of the volume menu program chain information block table being identified in the volume information file management table, the volume menu program chain information block table comprising:

volume menu program chain information block table information identifying the number of languages available for the menu information,

a volume menu language block search pointer table, and

a volume menu language block containing information pertaining to an order in which the menu data cells in the video objects in the video object menu portion are output to present the menu information, the start address of the volume menu language block being identified in the volume menu language block search pointer table; and

means for recording the at least one title set in title set area in the recording medium and for recording the volume management file in a separate portion of the recording medium such that the at least one title set is read after the volume management file.
56. The information-recording apparatus according to claim 55, wherein the means for generating a volume management file also provides a text information table containing information about the contents of the recording medium in the volume management file.

57. The information-recording apparatus according to claim 55, wherein the means for generating a volume management file also provides menu information in the video object menu portion of the volume management area that includes information used to select at least one of the title sets for reproduction.

58. The information-recording apparatus according to claim 57, wherein the means for generating a volume management file also provides menu information in the video object menu portion of the volume management area that includes information used to select which language the menu information is to be provided.

59. The information-recording apparatus according to claim 55, wherein the means for generating a volume management file also provides, in the volume management area, first attribute data defining conditions for reproducing the data from the at least one title set.

60. The information-recording apparatus according to claim 59, wherein the means for generating a
volume management file also provides, in the volume management area second attribute data defining conditions for reproducing the menu information used for selecting which portions of the data in the at least one title set area are to be reproduced.

61. The information-recording apparatus according to claim 55, wherein the means for generating a volume management file also provides, in the volume management area program information representing a procedure of reproducing the data cells in the at least one video title set.

62. The information-recording apparatus according to claim 55, wherein the data cells are video data cells to be reproduced in the form of video data, and the means for generating at least one title set provides, in each title set, a management file containing management data describing a procedure for reproducing the video data cells.

63. The information-recording apparatus according to claim 55, wherein the means for generating a volume management file also provides, in the volume management area, volume category information defining whether information stored on the recording medium can be copied.
64. The information-recording apparatus according to claim 55, wherein the recording medium is an optical disk.

65. The information-recording apparatus according to claim 64, wherein the optical disk has a lead in area at an inner peripheral portion, a lead out area at an outer peripheral portion and a data recording area including the at least one title set area and volume management area.

66. The information-recording apparatus according to claim 65, wherein the recording means provides the volume management area proximate to the lead in area and the at least one title set area is between volume management area and the lead out area.

67. A method of recording information in a recording medium, comprising the steps of:

   generating at least one title set containing at least one data file comprising a plurality of data cells each containing data;

   generating a volume management file comprising a volume information file manager portion, and a video object menu portion containing video objects, comprised of at least one menu data cell, for presenting menu information pertaining to the contents of title sets
stored in the title set areas of the recording medium, the volume information file manager portion comprising:

- a volume information file management table,
- a title search pointer table identifying the start address of each title set area, the start address of the title search pointer table being identified in the volume information file management table, and
- a volume menu program chain information block table, the start address of the volume menu program chain information block table being identified in the volume information file management table, the volume menu program chain information block table comprising:
  - volume menu program chain information block table information identifying the number of languages available for the menu information,
- a volume menu language block search pointer table, and
- a volume menu language block containing information pertaining to an order in which the menu data cells in the video objects in the video object menu portion are output to present the menu information, the start address of the volume menu language block being identified in the volume menu language block search pointer table; and
- recording the at least one title set in title set area in the recording medium and recording the volume management file in a separate portion of the recording
medium such that the at least one title set is read after
the volume management file.

68. The method according to claim 67, wherein
generating a volume management file also includes
providing a text information table containing information
about the contents of the recording medium in the volume
management file.

69. The method according to claim 67, wherein
generating a volume management file also includes
providing menu information in the video object menu
portion of the volume management area that includes
information used to select at least one of the title sets
for reproduction.

70. The method according to claim 69, herein
generating a volume management file also includes
providing menu information in the video object menu
portion of the volume management area that includes
information used to select which language the menu
information is to be provided.

71. The method according to claim 67, wherein
generating a volume management file also providing, in
the volume management area, first attribute data defining
conditions for reproducing the data from the at least one
title set.
72. The method according to claim 71, wherein generating a volume management file also includes providing, in the volume management area second attribute data defining conditions for reproducing the menu information used for selecting which portions of the data in the at least one title set area are to be reproduced.

73. The method according to claim 67, wherein generating a volume management file also includes providing, in the volume management area program information representing a procedure of reproducing the data cells in the at least one video title set.

74. The method according to claim 67, wherein the data cells are video data cells to be reproduced in the form of video data, and the generating at least one title set includes providing, in each title set, a management file containing management data describing a procedure for reproducing the video data cells.

75. The method according to claim 67, wherein generating a volume management file also includes providing, in the volume management area, volume category information defining whether information stored on the recording medium can be copied.

76. The method according to claim 67, wherein the recording medium is an optical disk.
77. The method according to claim 76, wherein the optical disk has a lead in area at
an inner peripheral portion, a lead out area at an outer peripheral portion and a data recording area including
the at least one title set area and volume management area.

78. The method according to claim 76, wherein the volume management area is provided proximate to the lead in area and the at least one title set area is
between volume management area and the lead out area.
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### VMIFMT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VMIFID</td>
<td>Volume Information File Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SZVMIF</td>
<td>Size of Volume Information File</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMCAT</td>
<td>Volume Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATXTIT</td>
<td>TXTIT Start Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATSISPT</td>
<td>TSISPT Start Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATSATRT</td>
<td>TSATRT Start Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATSMPGCIBTG</td>
<td>TSMPGCIBTG Start Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVOBVMM</td>
<td>VOBVMM Start Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAVMIFMT</td>
<td>VMIFMT End Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATSPT</td>
<td>TSPT Start Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVVMMPPGCIBT</td>
<td>VMMPGCIBT Start Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAVVMMPPGCIBT</td>
<td>VMMPGCIBT End Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMMVATR</td>
<td>Video Attribute for Volume Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMMNAST</td>
<td>Number of Audio Streams for Volume Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMMAATR</td>
<td>Audio stream Attribute for Volume Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMMNISPST</td>
<td>Number of Sub-picture Streams for Volume Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMMSPATR</td>
<td>Sub-picture stream Attribute for Volume Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMMSPPLT</td>
<td>Sub-picture Palettes for Volume Menu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIG. 6

### TSP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TSN</td>
<td>Title Type/Title Set Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGCN</td>
<td>Program Chain Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATS</td>
<td>Start Address of Title Set</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIG. 7
**FIG. 9**

**VMMLBSP**

- **VMMLCODE**  Volume Menu Language Code
- **SAVMMLB**  Start Address of VMMLB

**FIG. 10**

**VMMLBI**

- **EAVVMLB**  End Address of VMMLB
- **NTM**  Number of Title Menu
- **IVMMPGCITM**  Information of VMMMPGCI for title Menu
- **NLM**  Number of Language Menu
- **IVMMPGCIJM**  Information of VMMMPGCI for Language Menu

**FIG. 11**

**VMMMPGCI**

- **CFPLSN**  Relative Start Address of the Volume Menu contained in a Menu Object
- **SELTNSN**  Number of Titles which can be selected from the Menu
- **TSN**  Serial Number of the Title Set #1
- **SATS**  Start Address of the Title Set #1

...\n
- **TSN**  Serial Number of the Title Set $n$
- **SATS**  Start Address of the Title Set $n$
### FIG. 13

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TSISPTI Information (TSISPTI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TSISP for Title Set #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSISP for Title Set #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSISP for Title Set #n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIG. 14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TSISPTI Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EATSISPT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIG. 15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TSISP Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TSCAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATSA TR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVTSMPGCIBT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVOBTSM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TSATR for Video Title Set (VTS) and Video Title Set Menu (VTSM)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VTSVATR   Video Attribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTSNAST   Number of Audio Streams for VTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTSAATR   Audio stream Attribute for VTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTMNAST   Number of Audio Streams VTSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTSAATR   Audio stream Attribute for VTSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTMNSPST  Number of Sub-picture Streams for VTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTSSPATR  Sub-picture Attribute for VTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTMSNPSPT Number of Sub-picture Streams for VTSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTSMSPATR Sub-picture Attribute for VTSM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTSSPPLT  Sub-picture Palettes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 17

TSATR for Audio Title (ATS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATSVATR   Video Attribute of Sub-picture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATSNAST   Number of Audio Streams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATSAATR   Audio stream Attribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATSNPSPT  Number of Sub-picture streams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATSSPATR  Sub-picture Attribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATSSPPLT  Sub-picture Palettes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 18

FIG. 19

VTSMPGCIBT
FIG. 20

MTSMPGCIBTI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NVTSML: Number of Video Title Set Menu Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAVTSMPGCIBT: End Address VTSMPGCIBTI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 21

VTSMLBSP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VTSMLCODE: Video Title Set Menu Language Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVTSMLB: Start Address of VTSMLB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 22
### FIG. 23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VTSMLB</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EAVTSM</td>
<td>End Address of VTSMLB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATM</td>
<td>Number of Author Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVTSM</td>
<td>Information of VTSMPGCI for Author Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSPM</td>
<td>Number of Sub-Picture Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVTSM</td>
<td>Information of VTSMPGCI for Sub-picture Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAM</td>
<td>Number of Audio Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVTSM</td>
<td>Information of VTSMPGCI for Audio Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPGM</td>
<td>Number of Program Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVTSM</td>
<td>Information of VTSMPGCI for Program Menu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIG. 24

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VTSM</th>
<th>relative Start Address of the Menu in the Menu Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SELSPN</td>
<td>Number n of Sub-pictures which can be selected in the Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPN</td>
<td>Serial Number of Sub-picture #1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPN</td>
<td>Serial Number of Sub-picture #n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FIG. 25
START \( \sim S_{10} \)

1. Read data from the volume management information area which complies with ISO-9660 \( S_{11} \)
2. Retrieve the recorded position of each file and the volume thereof, from the path table and the directory code \( S_{12} \)
3. Acquire the volume information file \( S_{13} \)
4. Acquire the volume information file management table (VMIFMT) \( S_{14} \)
5. Acquire the start and end addresses (SAVMMPGCIBT, EAVMMPGCIBT) from VMMPGCIBT described in the volume information file management table (VMIFMT), and acquire the start address (SAVOBVMM) of VOBVMM \( S_{15} \)
6. Set the parameters for the attributes of video, audio and sub-picture data in various decoders (DEC2), (DEC3), (DEC4), (DEC5), (DEC6) \( S_{16} \)
7. Acquire the information block table VMMPGCIBT \( S_{17} \)
8. Acquire the number \( n \) (NVMMMLANG) of volume menu languages, from VMMPGCIBT1 provided in VMMPGCIBT \( S_{18} \)
9. \( m = 0 \) \( S_{19} \)

FIG. 30
IS VMMLCODE OF VMMLBSP#m IDENTICAL TO THE LANGUAGE CODE PRESET IN THE SYSTEM?

NO

n = n - 1, m = m + 1

NO

n = 0?

YES

m = 0

ACQUIRE THE VOLUME MENU LANGUAGE BLOCK (VMMLB) FROM THE START ADDRESS (SAVMMLB) OF VMMLB OF VMMLBSP#m

ACQUIRE THE RELATIVE START ADDRESS OF VOBVMM FROM THE NUMBER OF TITLE MENU (NTM) IN VMMLBI AND THE VOLUME MENU PGC INFORMATION (VMMPGCI)

ACQUIRE THE RELATIVE START ADDRESS OF VOBVMM FROM THE NUMBER OF LANGUAGE MENU (NLM) AND THE VOLUME MENU PGC INFORMATION (VMMPGCI)

ADD THE RELATIVE START ADDRESSES TO THE START ADDRESS OF VOBVMM, AND DISPLAY THE DESIRED MENU

END

FIG. 31
START \( \sim S_{31} \)

ACQUIRE THE NUMBER \( n \) OF TITLE MENUS AND THE INFORMATION VMMPGCI FOR THE \( n \) TITLE MENUS

\( S_{33} \)

DISPLAY THE FIRST TITLE SET MENU, FROM THE MENU START ADDRESS (CFPLSN) PROVIDED IN VMMPGCI \#1 \((m = 1)\)

WAIT FOR ANY INPUT FROM KEY/DISPLAY SECTION

\( S_{34} \)

NO

MENU-SWITCHING COMMAND INPUT ?

\( S_{35} \)

YES

\( m = n \) ?

\( S_{36} \)

YES

\( m = m + 1 \)

\( S_{37} \)

NO

DISPLAY THE \( m \)-TH TITLE SET MENU, FROM THE MENU START ADDRESS (CFPLSN) PROVIDED IN VMMPGCI \#m

\( S_{38} \)

THE SERIAL NUMBER OF THE TITLE SET INPUT ?

\( S_{39} \)

NO

YES

\[ FIG. \, 32 \]
ACQUIRE THE TITLE SET NUMBER (TSN) FROM SELTSN PROVIDED IN VMMPGC1#1, VMMPGC1#2 AND VMMPGC1#3, AND HOLD THE START ADDRESS (SATS) OF THE TITLE SET.

S41:

OBTAIN VTSMPGCI#BT OF THE TITLE SET NUMBER, FROM TSN AND TSMPGCI#BTG AND SELECT A SUB-PICURE, AN AUDIO STREAM AND A PROGRAM IN THE SAME WAY AS A TITLE MENU IS SELECTED.

S42:

OBTAIN THE INFORMATION OF THE TITLE SET NUMBER, FROM TSN AND TSISPT, THEREBY ACQUIRING THE START ADDRESS (SATSATR) OF TSATRT, THE START ADDRESS (SATSMPGCI#BT) OF TSMPGCI#BT AND THE START ADDRESS (SAVBSTM) OF VOBTSM.

S43:

ACQUIRE THE ATTRIBUTE INFORMATION OF THE TITLE SET SELECTED FROM TSATR AND SATSATR.

S44:

SET PARAMETERS IN THE DECODERS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ATTRIBUTE INFORMATION ACQUIRED.

S45:

ACCESS TO THE DESIRED TITLE SET IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE START ADDRESS (SATS).

END

S46

FIG. 33
START

S70
SET PARAMETERS FOR ENCODING VIDEO DATA AND AUDIO DATA, STORE SOME OF THE PARAMETERS, AND USE THEM IN FFMT

S71
PRE-ENCODE VIDEO DATA, THEREBY CALCULATING AN OPTIMAL SIZE FOR CODES INTO WHICH VIDEO DATA SHOULD BE DISTRIBUTED

S72
ENCODE VIDEO DATA BASED ON THE CODE SIZE, AND ENCODE AUDIO DATA AT THE SAME TIME

S73
FURTHER ENCODE A PART OF VIDEO DATA, IF NECESSARY

S74
SET PARAMETERS FOR ENCODING SUB-PICTURE DATA, STORE SOME OF THE PARAMETERS, AND USE THEM IN FFMT

S75
ENCODE SUB-PICTURE DATA

END

FIG. 36
F I G. 37

START

- GENERATE A DATA CELL (MINIMUM UNIT OF VIDEO DATA), AND FROM CELL INFORMATION ~S76

SET CONFIGURATION OF DATA CELLS FORMING A PROGRAM CHAIN, SET ATTRIBUTES OF VIDEO DATA, SUB-PICTURE DATA AND AUDIO DATA, AND GENERATE VTSMI AND VTSMAPT ~S77

DIVIDE COMP VIDEO, COMP AUDIO AND COMP SUB-PICTURE INTO PACKS, AND INSERT CONTROL PACKS, EACH FOR ONE GOP, SO THAT DATA ITEMS MAY BE REPRODUCED IN THE ORDER OF TIME CODES ~S78

END
FIG. 39

START

SET PARAMETERS, SUCH AS NUMBER OF VIDEO DATA FILES, THE ORDER IN WHICH FILES ARE ARRANGED AND THE SIZES OF FILES

GENERATE VOLUME INFORMATION FROM PARAMETERS AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATION FOR FILES

MERGE VOLUME INFORMATION, VIDEO DATA AND FILES IN THE ORDER MENTIONED, THEREBY FORMING LOGIC DATA TO BE RECORDED ON THE DISK

END

FIG. 40

START

DIVIDE LOGIC DATA INTO UNITS EACH MADE OF A PRESCRIBED NUMBER OF BYTES, AND GENERATE ERROR-CORRECTING DATA ITEMS

COMBINE EACH LOGIC DATA UNIT WITH ONE ERROR-CORRECTING DATA ITEM, PROVIDING A PHYSICAL SECTOR

COMBINE PHYSICAL SECTORS INTO PHYSICAL DATA

END